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Abstract: Evaluation represents a priority when teaching a foreign language, especially when we refer to the 

French language as a foreign language. When mentioning the words "to assess", we include a variety of 

terms such as: to control, to measure, to estimate, to observe, to diagnosticate, to test, to evaluate. In their 

broadest meaning, they involve the act by which, following certain criteria, an opinion is given about an 

event, an act, an individual, an object. Evaluation is characterized by a punctual, administrative action, 

represented by the qualitative results of a diverse analysis made between the evaluated person and its work. 

It is a process of interpretation; it informs the student about the results of the teaching-learning process. The 

traditional approach to evaluation defines it as the task of the teacher who must communicate the results to 

the students at the end of each learning sequence. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Evaluation represents a priority when teaching a 

foreign language, especially when  we refer to the 

French language as a foreign language. When 

mentioning the words "to assess" , we include a 

variety of terms such as: to control, to measure, to 

estimate, to observe, to diagnosticate, to test, to  

evaluate. 

Evaluation involves examining the knowledge of 

a student at the beginning, during and at the end 

of a university year. The evaluation of a practical 

course in French Language must be carried out 

permanently throughout the semester, not only 

through the grade given at the end of the semester 

in the form of a colloquium. As the name itself 

says, the practical course involves direct and 

permanent interaction with the student throughout 

the semester or academic year. Grading is done 

through points accumulated both from the oral 

and written assessments, and the grade from the 

colloquium (which may be taken each semester or 

annually) is the final evaluation of the student's 

entire activity. 

For a student in the first year, the grading is 

different from the one he was used to in 

gymnasium and high school. "From a historical 

point of view, school assessment is a permanent 

tool for validating students’ decisions in a school 

system. A decree dating back to the 1880s 

instituted the students' notation, and for the 

beginning it was used only for the end of the 

school year. More specifically, this circular 

obliges both school institutions and teachers to 

measure students' performance throughout the 

school year, and then to determine according to 

these results if a student promotes or not in a 

higher class. "[1]. 

In fact, the definitions of evaluation are multiple. 

Many critics have defined it. For example, 

Christine Tagliante says that "evaluation is a 

learning aid and an object of measurement, 

appreciation, and evolution of students' abilities" 

[2]. 

One of the definitions of  evaluation that is related 

to the university system rather than the pre-

university system is that given by Jean Cardinet 

who states that: "Evaluation can be conceived as 

an exchange of information between the teacher 

and his student, during which each of them gives 

all the effort to adapt to the representation of the 

other ... Even though from the very beginning the 

teacher presents his / her goal to his / her students, 

at the end, the teacher is not sure that they 

understood it  just because it was transmitted to 

them. Only through the corrections the teacher 

does, the students truly realize what they are 

doing. Therefore, evaluation is the essential tool 

that the teacher has at hand to understand. So, 

evaluation rather involves a communication effort 

than being a measurement system."[3].  

In their broadest meaning, they involve the act by 

which, following certain criteria, an opinion is 

given about an event, an act, an individual, an 

object.         
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First, in any evaluation process, the teacher must 

know the level of his students' abilities. From the 

moment the teacher becomes aware of the level of 

their capabilities, he can choose the right and 

necessary means to train his students. 

The evaluation is characterized by a punctual, 

administrative action, represented by the 

qualitative results of a diverse analysis made 

between the evaluated person and its work. It is a 

process of interpretation; it informs the student 

about the results of the teaching-learning process.  

The traditional approach to evaluation defines it 

as the task of the teacher who must communicate 

the results to the students at the end of each 

learning sequence. This model aims to repeat the 

transmitted knowledge. This is a sanction rating 

that is based only on the scoring and does not 

consider individual differences. In relation to this 

type of assessment, Christine Tagliante states: 

"Evaluation should not be understood only as a 

sanction, but rather as an instrument we use to 

build learning."[4] 

 

The difference between evaluation and control. 

Activities 

A particularly important piece of writing that 

clearly distinguishes between evaluation and 

control is that of Charles Hadji, where the 

following are mentioned: "These two notions refer 

to two distinct epistemologies. The purpose of the 

check is to verify the degree of compliance 

between the two phenomena we encounter in each 

situation and a pre-existing reference model. 

Evaluation is a matter of meaning for what is 

happening in an observed situation."[5]. 

The evaluation term sends us to a notion of value. 

Control usually focuses on action development, 

and evaluation is centered on the results of the 

action being evaluated. It hires the participation of 

the actors involved in the evaluation. Evaluation 

is an infinite process, always partial. Control is a 

finite and total process. 

If the evaluation reveals an engaging work 

involving the construction of production or 

landmark referencers, as well as assessment 

criteria, control involves building a set of 

procedures and repetitive techniques at infinity, 

homogeneity, and independence. 

Evaluation builds, produces, creates a reviewer. 

Control measures the differences and variations 

between the reference and the reviewer. 

As for the different types of assessment, for the 

students at the Faculty of Physical Education and 

Sports, both in the Physical Education and Sport 

specialization, as well as in the specialization of 

Kinetotherapy, the teacher can choose as a type of 

constant assessment on a bimonthly or monthly 

basis. This is called the evaluation of knowledge 

and it must be in  connected with the themes that 

the teacher goes through with the students from 

the course named Cours pratique de la Langue 

Française pour les étudiants de la Faculté 

d’Éducation Physique et de Sport, which was 

published in 2012 at the Universitaria Publishing 

House, from Craiova. 

So, as the first French units are: Les Accents, Les 

Articles, Le nom, Les Adjectifs qui changent le 

sens en fonction de lieu,  the teacher can make a 

monthly assessment and propose a test of 

grammar exercises starting from these themes. 

In this article, we will take as an example a 

didactic sequence for evaluating articles in 

French. So the evaluation will consist of two 

stages: the oral phase and the written stage. 

At the oral stage, the teacher will ask his students 

to work in groups or simultaneously in order to 

prepare a small dialogue using the articles 

mentioned. 

For this exercise, only a few minutes of oral 

reiteration of the articles are required, done by the 

teacher and the students. 

 

Exemple : 

 

a. – Vous avez des crayons de couleurs ? Do 

you have colored pencils? 

- Oui ! Yes! 

- Prenez les crayons : vert, jaune et orange 

pour réaliser ce dessin ! Take the 

following pencils: green, yellow and 

orange to make the drawing! 

 

b. – Sais-tu, ma chérie, j’ai acheté une 

nouvelle robe et un nouveau pantalon ! 
You know, my dear? I bought a new dress 

and new pants. 

- De quelle couleur ? What color?  

- La robe est bleue et le pantalon est noir. 

The dress is blue and the pants are black. 

 

c. - Tu as trouvé un cahier et une gomme, 

ce sont à qui? Did you find a notebook 

and a gum? Whose are they?  

- Ce sont le cahier et la gomme d’Edouard. 

These are Edouard's notebook and gum. 

 

d. – Vous prenez du café au lait et de la 

confiture? Will you order coffee with 

milk and jam? 
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- Non, nous prenons du jus d’orange et des 

gâteaux secs. Not, we order orange juice 

and cookies. 

 

When writing, the teacher may give exercises 

where some articles may be missing. Students 

must complete by checking the article every time. 

 

A. Fill in the points with the appropriate article: 

Je préfère............................café au lait.  I prefer 

coffee with milk. 

Elle prend...........................œufs. She buys eggs. 

Tuachètes...........................ballon pour ton frère. 

You are buying a baloon for your brother. 

Nous aimons.......................glace. We love ice 

cream. 

Ilsadorent...........................fruits. They love fruit. 

Emmanuel vend.......................café. Emmanuel 

sells coffee. 

Vousachetez.......................parfum. You are 

buying perfume. 

Dominique et Lucienne mangent..............abricots.  

Dominique and Lucienne eat apricots. 

Ellespréfèrent......................gâteaux secs. They 

prefer cookies. 

 

B. Complete with du, de la, de l’, des: 

Il prend...............................café tous les matins. 

He orders coffee every morning.  

On achète...........................fruits chaquesemaine. 

We buy fruits every week. 

Nous mangeons..................confiture.We eat  jam. 

Je bois ....................eau minérale. I drink mineral 

water 

Vous prenez ....................café au lait. You buy 

coffee with milk. 

Tu bois...............................jus d’orange. You 

drink orange juice. 

Edouard  mange........................macaroni. He eats 

macaroni. 

Lucas et Thibault achètent.......huile. Lucas et 

Thibault buy oil. 

Edgar achète....................farine. Edgar buys flour. 

Vincent et Vivien  

mangent…………fromage.Vincent et Vivien  eat 

cheese. 

 

These were the examples of the French language 

assessment at the Faculty of Physical Education 

and Sport. They are followed by examples of 

didactic approach to texts on specific objectives 

with sporting language. The first units of the 

course mentioned above are: Sport et société; Jeu, 

Sport et société; Jeu et sérieux; Jeu, plaisir et 

créativité. 

 

The teacher may develop dialogues between 

students. 

Exemple : Discussion libre : 

 

• Quelle est l’importance du sport dans la 

société et dans la vie des hommes ?  
What is the importance of sport in society 

and in people's lives? 

• Le jeu peut mobiliser l’imagination et la 

créativité ?  

Can the game mobilize imagination and 

creativity? 

• Nommez les caractéristiques d’un 

adolescent qui fait du sport !  

Enumerate the characteristics of a 

teenager doing sports! 

• Pourquoi avez-vous choisi la 

kinésithérapie ?  

Why did you choose kinetotherapy 

specialization? 

 

Of course the examples of evaluation exercises 

are numerous. We have given  in this presentation 

only a few of the possible ones. In the case of 

studying French at faculty with a non-philological 

profile, such as the Faculty of Physical Education 

and Sport, one of the main targets of the teaching-

learning act is communication. Thus, the variety 

of language activities is focused on 

communication, because students who will later 

enter the workplace will need to understand and 

speak in this foreign language that they have 

studied during the faculty (in this case, French). 

In the context of a communication approach, 

several criteria must be followed: 
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a. Communication strategies should place 

the student in the most likely to happen 

situations (for example, for students from 

the Physical Therapy profile, the teacher 

must initiate dialogues based on real 

communication situations between the 

physical therapist and the patient, so 

language must be specialized, with 

domain-specific terms). 

b. For the teacher to be able to determine 

exactly the level of the student's fluency 

in French, he / she must give him / her 

tasks to be able to distinguish his / her 

skills. 

c. There must be a correction scale. 

d. There must be a breakthrough.  

Knowledge assessment is the assessment of 

specific objectives. So, it refers to what the 

student has learned. Consequently, the evaluation 

can be weekly, bimonthly, monthly, each 

semester, yearly. Assessment is important for both 

the teacher and the student. For the teacher, it is a 

feedback of what he taught, helping him to 

establish the order of the students in the group. 

For a student, it is an accomplishment of his work 

by also helping him to position himself in relation 

to his other colleagues. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Assessment of knowledge is centered on the 

content of the course since the assessment of 

communication in context (or specific objectives) 

is centered on immediate needs. Above, it was 

giving the example of kinetotherapy students. 

Assessment of knowledge verifies the practical 

use of French language in relevant situations and 

tries to present a balanced picture of the 

competencies concerned. It has as its starting 

point a curriculum initiated by the teacher and 

tends to reach a certain level of French knowledge 

which in the case of non-university faculty 

students must be later useful while working. 
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